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	NAME: Suvani
	DESCRIPTION: Suvani reproduce through a variation of parthenogenesis that allows for transfer of genetic material through extensive skin contact. Their people are sexually promiscuous (only with their own kind) – the more sexual contact the have, the wider variety of genetic material they can pass on to their children. They do not have traditional pair-bonding marriages, but rather live in large, polygamous familial groups & raise their children as a community. Suvani have very high levels of progesterone & estrogen, giving them a very full-figured, feminine shape. Suvani have a high pregnancy rate & have faced overpopulation problems in the past. As a consequence, they have learned to control their reproduction through physical & mental discipline over their bodily functions. Their telepathy manifests itself as an overwhelming experience for other species who touch a Suvani, especially those without psionic abilities of their own. 
	ERA:  2371 or later
	Text Field 13:  All life is sacred.
	Text Field 7: Control +1, Insight +1, Reason +1.
	Text Field 8: Suvani, a species with only 1 sex – female. Their society is one of equality, consensus, complex social bonds, & has an extensive social support system. There is a strong emphasis on family bonds, community, education & social responsibility. They believe strongly in non- interference, that all life & cultures must develop on their own. Out of respect for other species, they cover themselves from neck to toe.
	TALENTS: Suvani, or with GM's permission.
	TALENT NAME 1: Telepathy [T12]
	TALENT TEXT 1: As / Betazoid talent. Suvani are extremely potent touch telepaths, which makes their social bonds very intimate & strong. It can completely dominate the will of some species who come into contact with them. Healing Touch: Remove Injury once/Scene.
	TALENT NAME 2: Holistic Medicine
	TALENT TEXT 2: Suvani medicine takes a very holistic approach to wellness, considering all aspects of lifestyle when diagnosing & suggesting treatment. When using Medicine for tasks, you add 1d20 to your rolls. If successful, you can restore your Medicine Attribute of Stress to the patient.
	TALENT NAME 3: 
	TALENT TEXT 3: 
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